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ABSTRACT

This paper presents an efficient algorithm for gesture detec-
tion in lecture videos by combining visual, speech and elec-
tronic slides. Besides accuracy, response time is also consid-
ered to cope with the efficiency requirements of real-time ap-
plications. Candidate gestures are first detected by visual cue.
Then we modifity HMM models for complete gestures to pre-
dict and recognize incomplete gestures before the whole ges-
tures paths are observed. Gesture recognition is used to verify
the results of gesture detection. The relations between visual,
speech and slides are analyzed. The correspondence between
speech and gesture is employed to improve the accuracy and
the responsiveness of gesture detection.

1. INTRODUCTION

Due to the popularity of e-learning, lecture videos are widely
available for online access. To support effective browsing and
search, these videos need to be properly captured, indexed
and edited. Traditionally, this work is mostly operated by ex-
pert cameramen and editors. This procedure is costly and re-
quires manual work. Recently, numerous attempts have been
made to automate the multimedia authoring of live presen-
tations. These efforts include off-line video editing [1] and
real-time broadcast by automatic camera management [2, 3].
One desired goal is to correctly predict what presenters want
to highlight, at any moment, and produce videos with appro-
priate views. This goal requires effective recognition of video
content such as the speech, gesture and posture of a presenter.

Deictic gestures are used by almost all lecturers to direct
the students’ attentions to something that the lecturer is talk-
ing about. Gesture is therefore a reliable cue to estimate the
focus of the lecture. Gesture detection has been employed in
off-line video editing [1] and real-time lecture shooting [2, 3].
These algorithms are mostly based on visual cue such as skin-
color and frame difference. A gesture is detected when the
lecturer’s hand enters the defined regions (an LCD projected
screen or a whiteboard).

During a lecture, the lecturer can move freely in front of
the class and thus the hand may interact with the slide even
when the lecturer does not intend to point to anything in the

slide. Here we define a gesture as an intentional interaction
between the lecturer’s hand and some object instances (e.g. a
paragragh or a figure) in the slide. A problem for gesture de-
tection is how to distinguish a gesture and non-gesture move-
ment. In [6], we proposed an approach for gesture detection in
lecture videos for offline video editing. Skin-color and frame
difference are employed to detect candidate gestures, which
are then recognized as three kinds of gestures: lining, circling
and pointing. By gesture recognition we extract meaningful
gestures and eliminate non-gesture movement. A gesture is
detected only when it is verified by gesture recognition.

In this paper, we address gesture detection in lecture videos
for real-time applications. The main difference between this
work and [6] lies in two aspects. Firstly, to cope with the
efficiency requirements of real-time applications, besides the
accuracy of gesture detection, the response time is considered
as another important criterion. For example, in an automatic
camera management system for lecture capture, when a ges-
ture is present, it is expected to focus the camera on the region
interacting with the gesture as soon as possible so that the in-
teraction can be captured. In [6], for off-line video editing,
a gesture is verified when the gesture is finally completed,
which is too late for the camera to respond to the gesture. In
this paper, we propose an algorithm to detect and predict the
gestures before the complete gesture paths are observed so as
to verify the gestures earlier. Secondly, we combine different
cues including visual, speech and electronic slides to improve
the accuracy and reduce the response time.

2. GESTURE DETECTION BY VISUAL CUE

2.1. HMM for Complete Gesture Recognition

HMM has been proven to be useful in sign gesture recognition
[4]. A detailed tutorial on HMM can be found in [7]. In [6],
we employ HMM to recognize the deictic gestures in lecture
videos. Based on gesture tracking by employing frame differ-
ence and skin-color detection, three HMM models are trained
to recognize the three defined gestures. Given an observation
O = (o1, o2, . . . , oT ), where each oi(i = 1, 2, . . . , T ) is a
sampled point on the gesture path, gesture recognition prob-
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Fig. 1. The HMM Model for gesture recognition

lem can be regarded as that of computing

arg max
i

{P (gi|O)} (1)

where gi is the i-th gesture.
In HMM based gesture recognition, it is assumed that the

observation sequence corresponding to each gesture is gener-
ated by a Markov model as shown in Fig 1. A Markov model
is a finite state machine which changes state once for every
observation point. In [7], by using Bayes’ Rule and approxi-
mation, Equation 1 is deduced to calculating the likelihood

P̃ (O|M) = max
X

{
T∏

t=1

bxt(ot)axtxt+1} (2)

where X = x1, x2, . . . , xT is the state sequence that O moves
through the model M .

In HMM models, aij and bi(.) are estimated by Baum-
Welch algorithm in the training phase. For gesture recogni-
tion, Equation 2 is calculated by employing the Viterbi algo-
rithm. The details of the two algorithms can be found in [7].

2.2. Modified HMM for Incomplete Gesture Recognition

The HMM models introduced in Section 2.1 are used for ges-
ture recognition in offline systems. Each gesture is recognized
when the complete path is observed. In this paper, we address
gesture recognition for online applications, e.g. automatic
camera control for lecture capture. For real-time processing,
besides accuracy, the response time is an important criterion.
To respond to the lecturer’s gestures as soon as possible, ges-
ture recognition and verification are expected to be carried out
before the gesture is finally completed. We modify the HMM
models in Section 2.1 to predict incomplete gestures.

Different from complete gestures, an incomplete gesture
usually cannot move through the HMM model to the state
exit in Figure 1, but just reaches one of the intermediate states
1, 2, . . . , N . In the HMM model topology shown in Figure 1,
the final non-emitting state exit can be reached only through
the last state N , which means a complete gesture must reach
the state N before it is completed. To recognize incomplete
gestures that may stop at any intermediate state, we modify
the HMM models by adding a forward state transition from
each intermediate state to the state exit in Figure 2. The joint
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Fig. 2. The HMM Model for incomplete gesture recognition

probability that O moves through an HMM model M and
stops at an intermediate state S can be approximated by

P̃ (O|M, S) = max
X

{
S∏

t=1

bxt
(ot)axtxt+1} (3)

where xS+1 is the exit state.
Figure 3 shows the trajectory of a circling gesture. (c)

is the complete gesture, and (a), (b) are two incomplete ges-
tures stopping at different intermediate states. By compar-
ing (a) and (b), we are more confident the current observation
will compose a gesture if it moves further through the HMM
model or stops at a state nearer to the state N. Based on this
finding, we take into account the stopping state for the proba-
bility calculation and modify equation 3 to be

P̃
′
(O|M, S) = max

X
{(

S∏

t=1

bxt
(ot)axtxt+1) · e

S
N } (4)

Let a
′
ij = aije

j−i
N , and Equation 4 can be written as

P̃
′
(O|M, S) = max

X
{

S∏

t=1

bxt(ot)a
′
xtxt+1

} (5)

Thus, the Viterbi algorithm can still be used for the calcula-
tion of Equation 5. The probability that O is an incomplete
gesture modeled by M is

P̃ (O|M) = max
S

P̃
′
(O|M, S) = max

X,S
{

S∏

t=1

bxt(ot)a
′
xtxt+1

}
(6)

Equation 1 can be solved by Bayes’ Rule and assuming that

P (O|gi) = P̃ (O|Mi) (7)

2.3. Gesture Verification by Recognition

Given an observation sequence O, for the three defined ges-
tures, three confidence values are calculated that indicate how
likely O will be a gesture gi

Ci = P (gi, O) (8)
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Fig. 3. (a)(b): incomplete circling gestures; (c) complete cir-
cling gesture

Ci values are used to verify whether O is an intentional ges-
ture or not. A confidence value Cvisual on the presence of a
gesture is calculated by visual cue as

Cvisual =
Cmax∑

i Ci
· Cmax (9)

where Cmax = maxi Ci. Given a threshold Cthres, a gesture
is verified if Cvisual > Cthres. Cvisual is calculated for each
sampled point. If Cvisual > Cthres is satisfied for an inter-
mediate point on the gesture path, the gesture is verified be-
fore it is completed. In general, the further O moves through
the corresponding HMM model, the more confident there is a
gesture; however, the longer response time is required.

3. SPEECH IN GESTURE DETECTION

3.1. Relations Between Visual, Speech and Slides

In Figure 4, when a gesture is pointing to a paragraph in the
slide, a keyword “model” is found in speech, which lies in the
paragraph interacting with the gesture. We employ the corre-
spondence between gesture and speech to improve the perfor-
mance of gesture detection and reduce the response time.

As illustrated in Figure 4, electronic slides are used to
find out the relationship between speech and visual. In [5],
we synchronize videos with electronic slides by text anal-
ysis. The spatial correspondence between them is discov-
ered by computing the homography [6]. After registration,
the relationship between videos and the slides can be eas-
ily realized. In this work, the transcripts of speech are gen-
erated by an ASR (Automatic Speech Recognition) engine
and matched with texts extracted from the slides. The video
texts interacting with the gesture are obtained by the spa-
tial correspondence between the video and the slide. Then
gesture-speech correspondence can be detected by video text
and speech matching.

3.2. Gesture-Speech Correspondence

As shown in Figure 4, if a candidate gesture is detected and a
gesture-speech correspondence is found, there is more likely
an intentional gesture present. A confidence value is calcu-
lated based on this correspondence.

and registration

Speech

SlidesVisual

"model"

String matching

correspondence

Synchronization

Gesture−speech

Fig. 4. Relations between different cues

With a PowerPoint slide as example in Figure 4, the para-
graphs are semantically grouped into separate object instances.
By constructing the one-to-one mapping between the instances
in slides and vieos through homography projection, we can
easily organize and structure the layout of videos. In Figure 4,
the slide region in videos is partitioned into different ROIs
(Region Of Interest). Each ROI is a unit that may be pointed
by a gesture. The transcript of video texts in the ROIs can be
obtained by the registered slides. Methods of stemming and
stop word removal are first employed to the texts in each slide.
By treating each ROI as a document, TF (Term Frequency)
and IDF (Inverse Document Frequency) are computed for the
remaining keywords to distinguish different ROIs. When such
a gesture-speech correspondence is found, a confidence value
Cspeech is calculated based on the the TF and IDF values of
the keywords as

Cspeech =
∑

w∈W

log(1 + TFw · IDFw)
1 + ∆tw

(10)

where W is the set of matched keywords, and ∆tw is the time
interval between the presence of the gesture and of the key-
word w in speech (If w is found during a gesture, ∆tw = 0).

3.3. Gesture Detection by Combining Speech and Visual

When a candidate gesture is detected in the slide region, we
keep tracking it and calculating Cvisual. At the same time,
the transcripts of speech are generated by ASR. We search
the keywords in the transcripts that match with the texts in the
ROI interacting with the candidate gesture. Once a correspon-
dence between speech and visual is detected, Cspeech is then
calculated. The confidence value C on a gesture’s presence is
calculated as C = λ1Cvisual + λ2Cspeech, where λ1 and λ2

are the weights of the two cues. A threshold for confidence
value Cthres is defined to verify the presence of a gesture. If
C > Cthres is satisfied, a gesture is then detected.
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4. EXPERIMENTS

We conduct experiments on 5-hour videos consisting of 15
presentations given by 10 lecturers and tutors. The presenters
include 5 males and 5 females. The presentations are given in
the classrooms and seminar rooms of different sizes, layouts
and lighting designs. A stationary camera is used to capture
the projected slide and the lecturer.

We employ MicroSoft Speech SDK 5.1 for speech recog-
nition. The overall recognition rate is no more than 20% due
to the environmental noise in audio track. However, an in-
teresting point we found from experiments is that when a
presenter tries to highlight something by a gesture, the cor-
responding keywords are usually also highlighted in speech.
This results in better performance for keyword recognition in
speech to analyze the gesture-speech correspondence.

For experiments, we set different response time as con-
straints. Given a gesture, within the required time after the
gesture starts, if the confidence value C > Cthres, then the
gesture is detected. In Table 1, two methods for gesture detec-
tion are compared. The first one just employs visual cue and
verify gestures by modified HMM models described in Sec-
tion 2.2. The second one combines visual, speech and elec-
tronic slides. For the parameter settings, λ1, λ2 represent the
importance of visual and speech in gesture detection. Their
values depend on the reliablity of the two cues. Consider-
ing the limitation of speech recognition, we set λ1 = 0.7 and
λ2 = 0.3. Since we collected gesture paths of different lectur-
ers in the HMM training phase, the calculated Cvisual varies
very little for different presenting styles. Cspeech just depends
on the performance of ASR, not the lecturers. Finally, a range
of 0.4 − 0.6 is acceptable for Cthres. A larger Cthres usually
means higher Recall and Precision vaues, but longer response
time. In our experiment, we set Cthres = 0.45.

As seen in Table 1, when visual cue is used, for a longer
response time, more gestures can be correctly detected. By
combining speech and slide texts with visual cue, within a
given response time, the second method detects more gestures
than the first one. In other words, it takes less time to detect
more gestures and thus the average response time is reduced.
Overall, more than 80% of all gestures can be correctly de-
tected at the middle of the gesture paths.

As the efficieny of the algorithm is concerned, the gesture
tracking and feature point sampling are carried out every 3
frames. This sampling rate is enough to depict the trajectories
of most gestures. Gesture detection and recognition can pro-
cess about 13 sampled frames per second, which is efficient
enough for real-time applications given the sampling rate.

5. CONCLUSION

We have presented our algorithm for gesture detection in lec-
ture videos. To cope with the efficiency requirements in real-
time applications, response time is also considered besides
the accuracy of detection. By the modified HMM models,

Table 1. Results of gesture detection. (Ng: Total number of ges-
tures; Nd: Number of gestures detected; Nf : Number of gestures
falsely detected; Nm: Number of gestures missed; Nc: Number of
gestures correctly detected. Recall = Nc

Ng
, P recision = Nc

Nd
)

Ng 2060
Gesture Average 4.62 sec
duration Standard Deviation 1.83 sec

Method Delay (sec) 0.6 1.2 1.8 2.5 4.0

Nd 449 736 1255 1783 1966
Nf 217 320 412 435 308

Visual Nm 1828 1644 1217 712 402
Nc 232 416 843 1348 1658
Recall 0.11 0.20 0.41 0.65 0.80
Precision 0.52 0.57 0.67 0.75 0.84

Nd 980 1391 2275 2252 2170
Visual Nf 376 501 533 447 319

+ Nm 1456 1170 318 255 209
Speech Nc 604 890 1742 1805 1851

+ Recall 0.29 0.43 0.85 0.88 0.90
Slides Precision 0.62 0.64 0.77 0.80 0.85

we can recognize and verify intentional gestures before they
are completed. Gesture-speech correspondence is employed
to improve the accuracy and responsiveness of gesture detec-
tion. The experiments show that the algorithm can cope with
the requirements of real-time applications.
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